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In this paper, we propose a single-product, discrete time inventory model
for perishable items. Inventory levels are reviewed periodically and units
in stock have a maximum lifetime of M periods. It is assumed that the
dynamics of the inventory level is driven by a parameter process (reflect-
ing perishability) and demands. By observing the history of the inventory
level we obtain the conditional distribution of the perishability parameter
by using the change of measure techniques. A special case is also present-
ed.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we propose a single-product, discrete time inventory model for
perishable items. Inventory levels are reviewed periodically and units in stock have a

maximum useful life of M periods. The state vector Xn -(xOn, xln,...,xMn)gives
the inventory level of each category, where X/n is a +-valued process representing
the inventory level in period n of items of age i, 0, 1,..., M. Items older than M
periods are discarded. Each item of age < M is assumed to survive to the next per-
iod with probability to/n or per!sh with probability (1-t0/n), i-0, i,...,M and n-
0, 1, The subscript n in (to) reflects a dependence of the perishability coefficient
on period n. It is well known, for example, that weather conditions have some effect
on perishability of vegetables and hence the importance of the dependence of (to/n) on
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n. Further, we assume that the demand at time n is represented by M + 1, ’+-
valued, random variables Vn, V,..., VnM with probability distributions 0, 1,"’, CM,
respectively. We also suppose that newly arrived items have age zero and that replen-
ishment is allowed in each period. Let Un be the 7/+-valued replenishment process,
which is assumed to be measurable with respect to the history up to to time (n-1)
of the inventory level. Mathematically, the inventory level follows the dynamics:

xOn-un-vn, (1.1)

X/n i-1 i-1(On_l)Xn_l-Vn, i-- 1,..., M. (1.2)

The operator "o" in (1.2) reflects the notion of perishability alluded to above and
i-1is defined for Xn 1 > 0 as"

i-1Xn-1
i-1 Xi-1 n,i (1.3)On_ 0 n-1 Yj

3--1
i-1where Y’ is a sequence of random variables independent of Xn , with conditional

distribution

p(yjn, 11 O,.,li- -e) -e, P(Yr’i o el-in-1 O) 1- o. (1.4)

i-1Note that we allow for Xn_ 1 to take negative values, in which case
i-1 i-1 i-1gn- 1 o Xn 1 0 in (.1.3). In this case, Xn 1 may be interpreted as a shortage.
We assume that {0}, i- 0,1,...,M, are Markov processes with the common state

space as the interval (0,1), with the initial distributions {r} (i- 0,1, ., M) and
transition densities:

P[ein e dz ein -1 e] fin, i( O’ z)dz. (1.5)

We assume that 0/n is stochastically larger than 0/n+ i for all i- 0, 1,...,M-1.
This seems intuitively plausible, since older items are more likely to perish than
younger ones.

Models, using the operator "o" as defined in (1.3), have been used for analysis of
special types of time series by A1-Osh and Alzaid [1] and McKenzie [4]. The interest
there was on modeling of counting processes of dependent variables.

By observing the history of the inventory levels, we are interested in deriving the
conditional joint distributions of the Markov processes {0/n} the perishability pheno-
menon.

Examples where items experience some kind of perishability or deterioration in-
clude food products, blood samples, drugs, electronic components, etc. Models for
deteriorating items have existed for some time now. For deterministic models, the re-
view of Raafat [8] gives a good account of existing work. For stochastic models,
Nahmias [6] may be consulted. For the stochastic models with fixed lifetimes, good
progress has been made in obtaining an optimal replenishment schedule for some

models, see Nandakumar and Morton [7]. However, when the lifetime of the items is
random, difficulties arise in the analysis and there seems to be only instances of the
study of (S- 1,S) policies using queueing models, see Moinzadeh [5] and Smeitink [9]
and the references therein.
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In Section 2, using the measure change technique (see Elliot, Aggoun, and Moore
[3]), recursive unnormalized densities are derived. Section 3 contains a special case
where the transition densities of the Markov processes are assumed to be conditional
normal densities. We conclude the paper with some general remarks.

2. Densities Estimation

In this section, a reference probability measure, under which all the random variables
of interest are independent, is constructed.

All random variables are initially defined on a probability space {fl, aJ, P}. Recall
from Section 1 that X/n represents the inventory level at time n of age and
represents the perishability parameter. Now, let

On a{Oik;i- O, 1,...,M,k <_ n}, (2.1)

k,iffn r{X,Yj ;i 0,1,...,M,j >_ l,k <_ n}, (2.2)

and

k,i;i_0,1 M,j>I k<n}an ,.., (2.3)

be the complete filtrations generated by the parameter process {Ok} the inventory
X klevel-surviving items process { k, Yj’ }, and the inventory level-surviving items pro-

cess and the parameter process, respectively. Note that On and Yn are included in
Gn for n- 1,

For some suitable positive densities i define, for k >_ 1,
M

"- H i(Xk) i(Ok) (2.4)
0 i(Uik) Pk, i(O, O -1)’

where 0, 1, ", CM are the probability distributions of Vn, Vn, VMn
Sand Pk, are defined in (1.5). Note that

,respectively,

E[AnlGn_l]- l,

where Gn is given by (2.3) and E denotes the expectation under P. Define
n

k=O

Then {An} is a Gn-martindale such that ElAn]-1. We can define a new

probability measure P* on (h-1Gn) by setting

dP* -An. (2.5)dP Gn
The existence of P* on (, Gn) follows from Kolmogorov’s extension theorem

n--1

(see e.g., Chung [2]). The next lemma shows that under P*, {0} is a sequence of in-
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dependent random variables with probability densities i" Similarly, {X} forms a se-

quence of independent random variables with probability distribution i(" ), 0, 1,
.., M.
Lemma 1: Under the new probability measure P* defined in (2.5) {0} are inde-

pendent with densities i and {X} are independent with the common distribution

i(. ), 0,1,...,M.
Proof: Let {fi) and {hi} i= O,...,M be integrable test functions. Consider

M E 1-I
i=0E* H fi(oi)hi(Xik) Gn-1 ElAn ]Gn 1]

where E* denotes the expectation under P*. Now using the fact that An is a Gn-
martingale and that E[An]- 1, due to (2.4), the above is equal to

Gn-{OOn}lGn_

-E yIfi(
l

On)hi’An) i(Vin) fin, i(Oin Oin -1)

(t)f(t) o(to, On 1)dtolGn 1]Pn, o(to, OOn_l)pn,

The same process can be repeated to yield

E H hi(xi )i(Xn) h(un v)(Un v)o(vo)dvo an- 1
i= 1 n/i(Vin) 0(v0)

which leads to
M

i=0

This completes the proof.
Now, write

qn(ZO, Zl,...,ZM) E* I(Oin e dzi)Ag 1 n
i=0

(2.6)
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oo M0, ). thatfor the unnormalized conditional joint density of the vector n, Note
the normalized conditional density is obtained by simply dividing qn(’) by the
normalizing quantity

qn(Zo, Zl,...,ZM)dZo...dZM.
M

Theorem 1: Saring a time 0 wih the normalized density qo- YI M*o, one can
obtain further updates by using the recursion: o

[II II ,-1qn(zo Zl ,ZM) 0(Un_ X0n) M M

"’" M Pn, i(zi’ Wi) i(wi- 1 o Xn 1

Fl i(x) i o o
i=0

x qn- l(Wo’ Wl’"" "’ WM)dWo’" "dwM"

Proofi Let f0,’",fM be integrable test functions. Using (2.6),

E* -1fi(On)An a5n fi(zi)qn(Zo,..., ZM)dZo...dzM.
i=O i=O

However,

E* fi(Oin)An
i=0

M M i-1 i-1 Oel(On- 1 o Xin) O(tZnE* AZ 1H fi(Oin H Xn-1 Xn
0 i-- 1 i(xin) o(Xn)

E(i=0fi f ]i(zi)pn’i(zi’Oinbi(zi) -1) M - X)AZbi(zi)dzi H el(On- 1 o Xn- 1 2 IV
i=1 qSi(Xin) 1 n

M
1 //fi--lIowi(Tg/n) i=ofi(zi)Pn’i(zi’ wi)i l

i(wi 1 o Xin_l-1 xin)

x 0(u oXn)qn 1 (w0’"" ", wn)dzo’" .dzMdWo...dWM"

Comparing (2.7) with (2.8) leads to the required result.

(.s)

3. Recursive Parameter Estimation

Suppose, for simplicity, that the transition densities Pn, O,’",Pn, M are conditional
normal densities depending on unknown parameters r0,..., rM:

Pn, i(O,z)- V/ro.i exp -1/2 Zo.-O 2
ce(O,z,i)" (3.1)
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Starting from some prior density functions h0(. ),..., hM(. for r0,... orM, respective-
ly, we wish to update recursively these prior distributions using the information pro-
vided by the filtration {n}" To this end, define"

E*I =ol(Oin dzi)l(ai dsi)hn qn(Zo"’"ZM’So"’"SM)"

Now, for arbitrary integrable real-valued test functions fo,’",fM and go,’",gM,
we set

E* fi(On)gi(r

fi(zi)gi(si)qn(zo, zM, 80,..., SM)dZo. .dzMdSo. .dsM.

However,

E* Hfi(
--0

x qn l(wO, ", WM, SO," ", SM)dZo’" "dzMdSo’" "dsMdWo’" "dWM, (3.2)

where a(wi, zi, si)is given by (3.1). Hence,

qn(ZO, ., ZM, SO,..., 8M) dwo. .dwM o(wi, zi, si)
i=o

X HM i(Wi_loxn-_ll" _Xn o(tn_Xn)0 HM qn-l(Wo,’",WM, SO,’",Sm),
i- 1 i(X) o(XOn) i-- 1

(3.3)

and M

II .’oh,
i=0

is the joint distribution, at time 0, of 0, ri, 0,..., M. Further updates are obtain-
ed using (3.3).

4. Summary

In this paper, an integer-valued inventory model for perishable items with aging was

proposed. It was assumed that the dynamics of the inventory level is driven by a

parameter process (reflecting perishability) and demand. By observing the history of
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the inventory level, the conditional distribution of the perishability parameters was
derived, by using the change of measure technique.
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